Overcoming the Heat Endurance of Tumor Cells by Interfering with the Anaerobic Glycolysis Metabolism for Improved Photothermal Therapy.
In this study, we developed a general method to decorate plasmonic gold nanorods (GNRs) with a CD44-targeting functional polymer, containing a hyaluronic acid (HA)-targeting moiety and a small molecule Glut1 inhibitor of diclofenac (DC), to obtain GNR/HA-DC. This nanosystem exhibited the superiority of selectively sensitizing tumor cells for photothermal therapy (PTT) by inhibiting anaerobic glycolysis. Upon specifically targeting CD44, sequentially time-dependent DC release could be achieved by the trigger of hyaluronidase (HAase), which abundantly existed in tumor tissues. The released DC depleted the Glut1 level in tumor cells and induced a cascade effect on cellular metabolism by inhibiting glucose uptake, blocking glycolysis, decreasing ATP levels, hampering heat shock protein (HSP) expression, and ultimately leaving malignant cells out from the protection of HSPs to stress (e.g., heat), and then tumor cells were more easy to kill. Owing to the sensitization effect of GNR/HA-DC, CD44 overexpressed tumor cells could be significantly damaged by PTT with an enhanced therapeutic efficiency in vitro and in vivo.